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Iron ore and A-REITs 

The other night before going on air for our Switzer TV Investing programme, Charlie (Aitken) and I
agreed that it’s right to be cautious on Australian resource stocks. But everyone is looking for yield.  If
you want to have some iron ore exposure, Charlie reveals his preferred stock in his article.

Tony Featherstone’s brief for his article was to find value in the Australian Real Estate Investment
Trust (A-REIT) sector — and we knew this would be hard work. Tony scanned more than 30 of the
largest A-REITs for his story, using a combination of his own analysis, broking research and
consensus analyst estimates and passed on nearly all of them. He found better value in the smaller
A-REITs that focus on a niche and talks about three of them worth following at current prices.

    Sincerely,

 
  Peter Switzer
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My stock tip for iron ore
by Charlie Aitken

 
The global search for yield has found its way to all
corners of risk asset markets. Anything with a
demonstrable short-term coupon has been ‘bid up in
price/bid down in yield’, in line with record low cash
rates and record low bond yields.

My strong belief is this has become somewhat
dangerous. I am of the view that in many cyclical
Australian equity sectors, the risk of substantial
capital losses now far outweighs the attraction of
“spot” dividend yields.

Buying cyclical equity sectors for “spot” dividend
yield is the most potentially capital destroying
combination.

In general, when you are receiving an attractive
“spot” dividend (or large scale buyback) from a
cyclical stock, it is either the peak of the cycle or they
have unsustainably reduced operating costs/capex,
or most likely, both.

In this context, I believe it is right to be cautious on
Australian resource stocks but particularly low grade
iron ore producers.

In my view, you only want to own resource stocks
when the underlying commodity is rising. They
provide earnings, dividend and share price leverage
to the given commodity price.

Of course, leverage works both ways and I am of the
view that commodity prices, but particularly iron ore,
will continue to weaken as supply growth resumes.

Similarly, I would never buy a resource stock solely
for its “spot” dividend yield. The dividend is the icing
on the cake, not the cake. If the cake is deflating, be
careful trying to take only the icing.

It’s also worth remembering that resource companies
deplete their asset base every day. They can’t put off
sustaining capex forever.

However, the most important debate is the underlying
commodity price and the given company’s place on
the global cost curve.

As Vale production comes back on over the next 12
to 18 months, there is every chance that iron ore
prices revert to the $60t to $70t range from the
current $86t. It’s worth noting iron ore has already
fallen -27% from the peak price of $118 seen in early
July. My opinion is it will fall another -18% to -30%
over the next 12 to 18 months, while I also feel the
discount of lower grade FE iron ore to high grade iron
ore will widen.

Spot iron ore is a deflating bubble caused by a one
off issue around the world’s largest producer. As that
issue is resolved, the bubble pricing will deflate and
so will the share prices of the pureplay iron ore
producers.

It is worth remembering that once upon a time cyclical
stocks saw P/E contraction and high dividend yields
at the peak of their earnings cycle. Nowadays, with so
much short-term momentum money in markets,
you often see P/E expansion and falling dividend
yields at the peak of the cycle. That makes this
situation potentially even more dangerous if my view
proves accurate.

So far, Australia’s largest pure play iron ore
producer, Fortescue Metal’s Group (FMG), has seen
its share price somewhat defy the -27% initial
pullback in spot iron ore prices. History and gravity
suggest this won’t persist.

Below is a 5-year chart of FMG vs. the 62% (high
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grade) iron ore spot price (yellow line). The historical
correlation is tight, with the notable exception of the
last three months.

If my prediction of a $60 to $70t iron ore price proves
right over the next 12’to 18 months, then I believe
you will see FMG’s share price re-correlate to the
spot iron ore price. That would see FMG as a $4 to
$5 share price.

So in chasing FMG’s consensus spot dividend yield
of 7%, you are potentially risking a capital loss of
-39% to -51%. You could be digging yourself a big
hole.

The final point I’ll make is iron ore is the last
commodity still standing. In a world where bond yields
are pointing to an extended period of slow global
growth with low inflation, it is not a bull market for
industrial commodities. Commodities are a hedge
against inflation, and there isn’t any.

The chart below illustrates the performance of iron
ore (white)vs. copper (purple), oil (red), thermal coal
(yellow) and LNG (green). Over the last 12 months,
iron ore is the only one with a positive price return.
This outperformance won’t last and iron ore will
re-correlate to its industrial commodity peers, which
are all down mildly to significantly over the last 12
months.

If you want to keep some iron ore exposure, I’d
suggest considering a switch from FMG to Rio Tinto.
Rio Tinto offer’s higher average iron ore grades and
more sustainable through the cycle cash flows. Over
the last 12 months FMG (green) shares have
outperformed RIO (white)  by around 100%
(illustrated below). I don’t believe that’s sustainable
and the margin of safety now lies with RIO in this
relationship, particularly in a falling iron ore price
environment.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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3 smaller A-REITs worth following at current
prices
by Tony Featherstone

 
Finding value in the Australian Real Estate
Investment Trust (A-REIT) sector is hard work. Falling
interest rates and the hunt for yield have sparked
A-REIT outperformance this year.

The S&P/ASX 300 A-REIT index has a total return of
23% (including distributions) over one year, S&P Dow
Jones Indices data shows. The ASX 200 is up almost
17%.

Over 10 years, the A-REIT index’s annualised return
of 11.5% compares to 7.8% for the ASX 200. Care is
needed with index comparisons: the market-weighted
property index is influenced by some large A-REITs,
but the case for long-term property exposure remains
compelling.

A-REITs and other so-called “bond proxies”
historically outperform the share market when bond
yields fall and underperform when they rise. Lower
rates reduce interest costs and underpin higher
property valuations.

Also, falling rates encourage income investors to buy
higher-yielding investments, such as A-REITs, utilities
and infrastructure stocks. With another rate cut or two
likely in the next six months – and Australian rates
unlikely to head higher anytime soon – the “yield
trade” in A-REITs has further to run.

That’s the good news. The bad news is that the
sector’s underlying fundamentals are mixed. Interest
rates are at a record low because Australian
economic growth is moderating. A weakening
economy inevitably leads to softening tenant demand,
easing rents and slower growth in property values.

Retail A-REITs, such as owners of major shopping
centres, are facing anaemic consumer spending,
growth in e-commerce, and department stores and

other anchor tenants cutting back on or exiting space.
The risk is lower retail rents when shopping-centre
leases are reset.

I still believe “fortress malls” – premium shopping
centres in premium locations – have latent value in
Australia. They have significant competitive
advantages because of their scale and position and
some, such as Chadstone Shopping Centre in
Melbourne, are almost becoming mini-cities with
office, hotel and residential developments (at other
centres).

Retail A-REITs such as Vicinity Centres (VCX) and
Scentre Group (SCG) arguably offer the best value in
the sector at current prices because so much bad
news has been factored into their price. They could
surprise as contrarian ideas in 2020, but it is too soon
to buy them yet, given the retail malaise.

Residential A-REITs such as Stockland (SGP) and
Mirvac Group (MGR) have rallied over one year, up
46% and 52% respectively (on a total-return basis).
Although Australia’s residential construction
recession is deepening, the market is projecting a
worsening future housing shortage and has sharply
re-rated Stockland and Mirvac, whose operations
extend beyond residential property.

I nominated Stockland and Mirvac as key ideas for 
The Switzer Report in May 2019, in “Contrarian buy
and sell ideas for the New Financial Year”. Stockland
has rallied from $3.70 to $4.78 since that story and
Mirvac from $2.80 to $3.20.

I like the long-term prospects of both stocks, given
Australia’s projected population growth and rising
housing demand. But Stockland in particular has run
too far, too fast for now and looks fully valued. I can’t
buy either A-REIT after their gains over the past 12
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months.

Most property investors I know have favoured
commercial property over residential and retail in the
past 12 months. However, growth in demand for new
office space in the largest capital cities hit a four-year
low in August 2019, according to Property Council of
Australia data.

So, the A-REIT sector has outperformed the broader
share market and parts of the sector have soared this
year, even though underlying property fundamentals
have mostly deteriorated.

A-REITs are a beneficiary of this crazy low-rate
environment, which is driving up asset prices and
encouraging investors to overpay for assets with
higher yield. Don’t get me wrong: A-REITs are a
terrific sector and the best ones have important
defensive qualities. Rather, beware buying the
A-REIT sector aggressively at these levels, even after
recent weakness this month.

I scanned more than 30 of the largest A-REITs for
this story, using a combination of my own analysis,
broking research and consensus analyst estimates. I
passed on nearly all of them. Many traded at a
premium to their net tangible assets (NTA) and
looked overvalued.

I found better value in the smaller A-REITs that focus
on a niche such as self-storage, childcare centres,
education properties or convenience retail. I have
nominated niche A-REITs previously for readers of
this report and some, such as Arena REIT and BWP
Trust, have starred. Here are three smaller A-REITs
worth following at current prices:

 1. Arena REIT (ARF)

The owner of Australian childcare centres has been
one of my core A-REIT ideas for the past few years.
Arena’s total return over one year is 44% and the
annualised three-year return is 22%.

I like Arena for three reasons. First, its exposure to
childcare, a long-term growth industry. I prefer getting
exposure to childcare through property owners rather
than childcare-centre operators, which tend to be
more volatile and have a habit of destroying capital.

Arena is also expanding in health properties, another
attractive, defensive sector.

Second, Arena has been a consistently good income
stock. At $2.98, it is yielding 4.5%. Arena has grown
its distribution from 8.8 cents a unit in FY14 to 13.5
cents in FY19 and has good prospects for continued
steady growth in this area.

Third, Arena has a smart strategy and is well
managed. The trust chugs along each year, adding
centres and generating high occupancy rates and
solid rental growth. I like smaller A-REITs with
discipline and consistent performance; too many have
tried to grow too quickly over the years.

Arena is not cheap after gains this year. Morningstar
values it at $2.73 a unit against the current $2.99.
Valuations are always relative: many other A-REITs I
looked at for this story are trading at far higher
valuation premiums, in riskier sectors. Arena’s price
gains will probably be slower from here, but it remains
a solid holding for long-term income investors.

Arena REIT

Source: ASX  

2. APN Convenience Retail REIT (AQR)

Prominent property investor APN Funds Management
launched APN Convenience Retail REIT through an
Initial Public Offering in July 2017 at $3 a unit. AQR
now trades at $3.43.

I wrote favourably about AQR for this report in early
July 2019 because it is an interesting play on
convenience retail at petrol stations. The stock has
edged higher in the past few months.

AQR owns 71 properties around Australia. Most of
the petrol stations are located on key roads in capital
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cities or highways and tenants include Puma, EG
Group, 7 Eleven and Viva Energy Australia. Major
tenants account for nearly all of AQR’s portfolio
income.

I like AQR’s strategy on several fronts. Strategically
located service stations and convenience retail
facilities in capital cities are hard to replicate. As
Australia’s population grows and more cars are on
the road, tenant demand for these service stations
will rise.

AQR has a long-lease portfolio (77% of income
expires in FY30 and beyond) and averaged
contracted annual rental growth is 2.9%.
Convenience retail is reasonably defensive: people
still need to buy fuel and are likelier to maintain small
food and drink purchases at convenience retail
outlets when the economy slows. It’s a lot less
volatile than discretionary retail at fortress shopping
malls.

AQR has a healthy balance sheet with gearing at
32.3% in its FY19 result and interest cover at 4.2
times, meaning it has capacity to acquire other
stations and steadily add to its portfolio. A 6.1% yield
at the current price is another attraction.

As a small-cap A-REIT, AQR suits experienced
investors. The stock has rallied more than 10% since
June as the market re-rates its prospects and better
understands the long-term growth prospects of
convenience retail in Australia. 

APN Convenience Retail REIT

Source: ASX 

3. National Storage REIT (NSR)

The self-storage operator has had an average 12
months, on the market at least, by its standards with

a 13% total return. After strong early gains after its
2014 IPO, National Storage REIT had edged higher
in the past three years as some brokers questioned
its growth prospects.

NSR’s earnings-per-share (EPS) growth of 9.6 cents
for FY19 was at the low end of its guidance (9.6-9.9
cents) and FY20 guidance of no less than 4% EPS
was given. NSR also announced a $170 million equity
capital raising to fund storage-centre acquisitions.

NSR acquired $235 million of assets in the second
half of FY19, well above its previous $60-$100-million
target, according to brokers. Thirty-five centres were
acquired in FY19, and eight acquisitions, worth more
than $100 million, are due in FY20.

The market might have expected stronger growth
from NSR given its acquisition spree and a bit more
detail on acquired assets, to provide greater clarity on
its earnings growth.

The long-term thematic for NSR is firmly intact:
Australia’s growing population and capital-city
densification will increase demand for self-storage
space. That’s been the experience overseas and
Australia’s self-storage industry remains highly
fragmented. NSR is rapidly acquiring assets as the
industry consolidates, to build its market position and
grow its economies of scale.

The market has mixed views on NSR. An average
share-price target of $1.58, based on the consensus
of five brokers (too small a sample to rely on)
suggests the stock is overvalued at the current $1.83.
Macquarie Group values NSR at $1.25. Morningstar
values it at $1.77. NSR’s latest published net
tangible asset (NTA) per stapled security was $1.63.

Long-term investors should watch and wait for better
value in NSR, preferably buying it closer to NTA. It
would not surprise if NSR underperforms a little in the
next 12 months as it digests all these acquisitions.
Long term, NSR has a valuable position in an
attractive niche in the property industry and is rapidly
building its portfolio through well-executed deals.

An expected 5.5% yield might attract dividend
investors, but there could be volatility in NSR’s price
given the market’s divergent views on the stock.
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Better to stand aside for now and put NSR on the
portfolio watch list: there’s latent value in self-storage
assets, at the right price.

National Storage REIT

Source: ASX 

Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of 
BRW, Shares and Personal Investor magazines. The
information in this article should not be considered
personal advice. It has been prepared without
considering your objectives, financial situation or
needs. Before acting on information in this article
consider its appropriateness and accuracy regarding
your objectives, financial situation and needs. Do
further research of your own and/or seek personal
financial advice from a licensed adviser before
making any financial or investment decisions based
on this article. All prices and analysis at 22 October
2019.
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
In the good books

1. INDEPENDENCE GROUP (IGO) was upgraded
to Hold from Lighten by Ord Minnett

Ord Minnett models both the high end of production
and costs at the Tropicana operation and suspects
that, while the company is on track to meet guidance
at the Nova mine, costs could remain a little high. The
broker envisages a strong outlook for nickel prices
and expects a positive outcome from new offtake
negotiations. Rating is upgraded to Hold from
Lighten. Target is steady at $5.70.

2. INGHAMS GROUP (ING) was upgraded to Buy
from Neutral by Citi and to Neutral from Sell by
UBS

Citi upgrades to Buy from Neutral on the view that
Inghams share price has now fallen too far post the
release of a disappointing financial performance
report in August. Target price remains unchanged at
$3.40. The analysts also believe the implied yield
looks rather attractive in the current low yield
environment. On top of all that, the analysts seem
confident that management will be able to steer this
ship around successfully.

Following the underperformance in the share price,
UBS upgrades to Neutral from Sell. The strategy
briefing provided little quantitative guidance but the
company has signalled that the business will move to
a customer-led focus amid new revenue streams.
There is no material lift in capital expenditure
intentions and the company is still targeting growth in
FY20, although oversupply from poultry export bans
will put pressure on earnings in the first half. UBS
reduces estimates for earnings per share by -3%.
Target is steady at $3.10.

In the not-so-good books

1. OROCOBRE (ORE) was downgraded to Hold
from Buy by Ord Minnett

Ord Minnett reduces realised price expectations
further for FY20 and lowers production estimates for
both FY20 and FY21. The broker remains attracted to
the lithium sector and the company’s assets in the
long-term but notes excess inventory in the supply
chain, along with majors keen to maintain market
share, means prices could stay weak for some time.
Rating is downgraded to Hold from Buy. Target is
lowered to $2.30 from $2.90. This stock is not
covered in-house by Ord Minnett. Instead, the broker
white labels research by JP Morgan.

2. QANTAS AIRWAYS (QAN) was downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse

Credit Suisse estimates capacity in the domestic
airline market was up 0.4%. Forward schedules
indicate flat market capacity in the second quarter.
Credit Suisse suspects the market is expecting large
capacity cuts from Virgin Australia ((VHA)) which will
be of significant benefit to Qantas. While the broker
acknowledges this is possible, there is limited
evidence this is occurring and cuts may be smaller
and take longer to materialise. Rating is downgraded
to Neutral from Outperform. Target is steady at $6.40.

3. STOCKLAND GROUP (SGP) was downgraded
to Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie

Macquarie downgrades to Underperform from
Neutral, as a more demanding valuation has already
priced in future residential upside. Residential
deposits were up 36% quarter on quarter but down
-11% on the prior September quarter. The company
expects net deposits to improve over FY20 and FY21
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revenue should benefit from settlement volumes.
Target is steady at $4.46.

The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS. Important: This content has
been prepared without taking account of the
objectives, financial situation or needs of any
particular individual. It does not constitute formal
advice. Consider the appropriateness of the
information in regard to your circumstances.
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Questions of the Week
by Paul Rickard

 
Question 1: I hold shares in NAB, ANZ and Westpac.
They will pay dividends in a couple of months. Is it
wise to reinvest the dividends in these banks for
shares at the present market price? What do you say
about reinvesting in the same companies?

Answer: This is a really good question because there
is no right or wrong answer to participation in DRPs
(dividend re-investment plans). Many years ago,
companies offered big discounts on shares
purchased through a DRP (sometimes as high as
7.5%), and it was arguably a ‘no-brainer” to
participate. Today, most of the discounts have gone –
so it is not a straightforward decision.

I think a DRP makes sense if:

1. You don’t need the cash – and you would
end up with small balances that would
otherwise just go into your bank account;

2. The market is in a long-term uptrend; and
3. In regard to the individual company, you think

it looks sold for the long term.

Currently, I think banks are still somewhat “cheap”
compared to the rest of the market. If I didn’t need
the cash, I might go into the DRP but I would certainly
keep my participation under ongoing close review.

Question 2: What is your view on WiseTech Global 
(WTC) and the short sellers?

Answer: I wrote about this in today’s Switzer Daily (
http://switzer.com.au/short-selling-is-out-of-control-2/
). I don’t think short seller J Capital has landed too
many telling blows. However, where there is “smoke”
there can be “fire”. My sense is that the market will
be a little more circumspect about WiseTech going
forward. Certainly, its acquisition strategy will get a lot
more scrutiny. Interestingly, the short position in WTC

is actually very small.

Question 3: I have lost around $30,000 in Retail
Foods Group (RFG). Is it worth participating in their
Share Purchase Plan (SPP) to bring my average buy
down in the hope I can recoup some of my money?

Answer:  On the one hand, the SPP is at 10c and the
shares are currently trading at 14c. On the other
hand, the company has been a dog, the funds raised
are being used to repay debt, it has regulatory and
class action risks hanging over it, it has strained
relationships with some of its franchisees and I am
not convinced that the management team can turn it
around.

I guess I would sell some shares on market now and
then buy them back in the SPP. I am not sure I would
be keen to increase my exposure. RFG can only be
described as “high risk”.

Question 4: Some time ago we gave our daughter
some Argo (ARG) shares and connected dividend
reinvestment. These have worked well and the value
has increased with compound interest. She wishes to
start another investment with similar safety as ARG.
Could you please advise your thoughts on another
fund?

Answer: Congratulations on firstly, the generosity of
your gift, and secondly, for the way your daughter has
responded. Hopefully, she will develop a lifelong
interest in investment.

Any of the other major LICs (listed investment
companies) such as Milton Corporation (MLT) or
Australian Foundation (AFI) would be suitable. I
would also throw Switzer Dividend Growth Fund
(SWTZ) or eInvest (EIGA) into that mix. If she was
feeling a little more adventurous, you could suggest
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some individual shares – perhaps CBA, BHP and
CSL (for the long term).

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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